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It is no secret that Frédéric Chopin was fond of  dance music. Dance genres—

including the mazurka, polonaise, and waltz—dominate his oeuvre. According to the 

Henle Urtext edition, Chopin penned fifty-seven mazurkas during his lifetime, writing in 

this genre more than any other. It is interesting, then, that the mazurkas seem to be one of 

Chopin’s most historically misunderstood genres. In their haste to point out the mazurkas’ 

seeming irregularities of  rhythm, harmony, mode, accent pattern, and such, critics both of 

Chopin’s time and in more recent history often ignore two equally fundamental issues: (1) 

the relationship between Chopin’s mazurkas and the dance of  the same name, and (2) the 

manner in which that relationship might inform hermeneutic readings of  the mazurkas. 

Surely, the perceived “irregularities” were not employed haphazardly, but rather for 

specific expressive purposes.
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This essay aims to construct a model for embodied musical meaning as it pertains 

to Chopin’s mazurkas by examining the intersection of  gesture, narrative, and temporal 

theories. Drawing on Robert S. Hatten’s (2004) and Alexandra Pierce’s (2007) work on 

musical gesture, I will relate the steps of  the danced mazurka to their abstract musical 

counterparts in Chopin’s solo piano works and examine the affective connection between 

the physical steps and the musical gestures. I will then call upon the narrative theories of  

Michael Klein (2004) and Byron Almén (2008) and the temporal theories put forth by 

Jonathan D. Kramer (1973, 1996) and Judy Lochhead (1979) to construct a framework in 

which the musical gestures (and the expressive states they imply) interact to produce 

emergent meanings. Finally, I will present a gestural/narrative reading of  Chopin’s 

Mazurka in C# minor, op. 50, no. 3, which aims to demonstrate both the utility of  my 

proposed theoretical model and the necessity of  going back to the dance to grapple with 

issues of  musical meaning in the mazurkas.
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INTRODUCTION: A CALL TO THE DANCE

It is no secret that Frédéric Chopin was fond of  dance music.1 Dance genres—

including the mazurka, polonaise, and waltz—dominate his oeuvre. According to the 

Henle Urtext edition, Chopin penned fifty-seven mazurkas during his lifetime, writing in 

this genre more than any other. It is interesting, then, that the mazurkas seem to be one of 

Chopin’s most historically misunderstood genres. In their haste to point out the mazurkas’ 

seeming irregularities of  rhythm, harmony, mode, accent pattern, and such, critics both of 

Chopin’s time and of  more recent history often ignore two equally fundamental issues: (1)  

the relationship between Chopin’s mazurkas and the dance of  the same name, and (2) the 

manner in which that relationship might inform hermeneutic readings of  the mazurkas. 

Surely, the perceived “irregularities” were not employed haphazardly, but rather for 

specific expressive purposes. An examination of  two reviews written by Chopin’s 

contemporaries, Ludwig Rellstab and Hector Berlioz, will begin to clarify the issues at 

hand.  

In a particularly venomous diatribe against Chopin’s mazurkas, Ludwig Rellstab 

writes: 

In search of  ear-rending dissonances, torturous transitions, sharp modulations, 
repugnant contortions of  melody and rhythm, Chopin is altogether indefatigable. 
All that one can chance upon, is here brought forward to produce the effect of  
bizarre originality, especially the strangest tonalities, the most unnatural chord 
positions, the most preposterous combinations in regard to fingering. But it is not 
really worth the trouble to hold such long philippics for the sake of  the perverse 
Mazurkas of  Herr Chopin. Had he submitted this music to a teacher, the latter, it 

1

1 The quote in my title is from a review of  several Chopin mazurkas by Hector Berlioz in Le Rénovateur II/
345, December 15, 1833. Quoted in Eigeldinger (1986, 71).



is to be hoped, would have torn it up and thrown it at his feet—and this is what we 
symbolically wish to do.2

While it would be possible to attribute Rellstab’s rant to unfamiliarity with Chopin’s 

melodic, rhythmic, and modulatory techniques—the elements Rellstab himself  criticizes

—it seems that the problem here is not one of  pitches and rhythms alone, but one of  

musical meaning. Rellstab appears unable to synthesize the musical elements into a 

coherent signifying whole, so he becomes lost in the unusual nature of  each individual 

element. Consequently, one explanation for Rellstab’s attack on Chopin’s mazurkas is that 

he lacked the stylistic competency to synthesize the unexpected elements into a logical 

whole.3 Thus, the mazurkas struck Rellstab as a series of  confounding and unnatural 

sounds and techniques. 

Rellstab is not the only one to find the mazurkas bizarre and mysterious, however, 

which suggests that stylistic incompetency in Chopin’s mazurka style may have been 

somewhat widespread. Amidst his praise of  both Chopin’s compositional excellence and 

nuanced performances, Berlioz admits: 

His melodies, all impregnated with Polish elements, have something naïvely 
untamed about them that charms and captivates by its very strangeness [...] 
Unfortunately, virtually nobody but Chopin himself  can play his music and give it 
this unusual turn, this sense of  the unexpected which is one of  its principal 
beauties; his interpretation is shot through with a thousand nuances of  movement 

2

2 Ludwig Rellstab, Iris im Gebiete der Tonkunst, Berlin, July 5, 1833. Quoted in Eigeldinger (1986, 83).

3  Work on musical style in the 1970s and 1980s by Rosen ([1972] 1997), Ratner (1980), Hatten (1982), 
Allanbrook (1983), Meyer (1989), and others began to shift the way musical style was theorized from a 
catalogue of  types to “that competency in symbolic functioning presupposed by the work of  art,” as Hatten 
wrote in his 1982 dissertation. Hatten elaborates this claim in Musical Meaning in Beethoven explaining that 
style must leave room for “unique strategies of  realization” (1994, 10–11). By extension, stylistic 
competency involves thorough knowledge of  the types, topics, and usual characteristics of  a given style or 
genre such that one is able to recognize, internalize, and comprehend deviations or less characteristic 
“strategies of  realization” and consequently posit plausible hermeneutic readings of  a piece.



of  which he alone holds the secret, and which are impossible to convey by 
instructions.4   

Berlioz’s description is fascinating on several accounts. First of  all, he attributes the 

mazurkas “strangeness” to “Polish elements” that are “naïvely untamed,” which implies a 

lack of  familiarity with typical features of  Polish music and reveals a not-so-surprising 

mid-nineteenth-century perception of  Eastern Europe as uncultured or backward. 

Secondly, Berlioz notes that no one is able to replicate Chopin’s interpretations because of 

his “thousand nuances of  movement,” which, Berlioz posits, eludes all but Chopin 

himself. 

It is most interesting that where Rellstab attributes the mazurkas’ unintelligibility 

to traditional notated parameters (melody, rhythm, modulations, etc.), Berlioz attributes 

their mystery to “movement,” a characteristic that cannot be captured by notation alone. 

Berlioz makes this explicit in his final statement that Chopin’s “movement” is “impossible 

to convey by instructions.” By “movement,” Berlioz is likely referring to Chopin’s pacing 

or timing, an element impossible to capture in a score and difficult to describe in words as 

well—at least to such a degree that a performance could be replicated exactly.5 

“Movement,” however, may point not only to rubato, but also, more significantly, to the 

origin of  the solo piano mazurka—the dance of  the same name. Like Berlioz, I believe 

3

4 Berlioz, Le Rénovateur II/345, December 15, 1833. Quoted in Eigeldinger (1986, 71).

5 All one would need to do to prove this point is listen to two recordings of  the same Chopin mazurka by 
different pianists to realize that to this day, no consensus exists among performers regarding how expressive 
timing (rubato) ought to be dealt with in the mazurkas. See also Cook (2006). 



that the secret to unlocking the mazurka lies in “movement,” specifically, in the steps and 

gestures of  the danced mazurka.6 

This essay aims to construct a model for embodied musical meaning as it pertains 

to Chopin’s mazurkas by examining the intersection of  gesture, narrative, and temporal 

theories. Drawing on Robert S. Hatten’s (2004) and Alexandra Pierce’s (2007) work on 

musical gesture, I will relate the steps of  the danced mazurka to their abstract musical 

counterparts in Chopin’s solo piano works and examine the affective connection between 

the physical steps and the musical gestures. I will then call upon the narrative theories of  

Michael Klein (2004) and Byron Almén (2008) and the temporal theories put forth by 

Jonathan D. Kramer (1973, 1996) and Judy Lochhead (1979) to construct a framework in 

which the musical gestures (and the expressive states they imply) interact to produce 

emergent meanings. Finally, I will present a gestural/narrative reading of  Chopin’s 

Mazurka in C# minor, op. 50, no. 3, which aims to demonstrate both the utility of  my 

proposed theoretical model and the necessity of  going back to the dance to grapple with 

issues of  musical meaning in the mazurkas.

4

6 My assertion that the mazurkas’ ability to signify is rooted in the dance itself  accords well with theories of  
embodied musical meaning put forth by authors such as Pierce (2007) and Zbikowski (1997, 2008).



FROM THE VILLAGE TO THE SALON: THE STYLIZATION OF THE MAZURKA

Most of  the mazurkas Chopin penned are stylistically at least twice removed from 

the rural dance. By the time Chopin came into contact with the dance as a child, both the 

dance itself  and the music that accompanied it had been refined to suit the needs and 

taste of  the upper and middle classes in Warsaw. The music improvised or composed for 

ballroom dancing, then, constitutes the first level of  stylization, once removed from the 

rural model. Very few of  Chopin’s extant mazurkas fall into this category. Adrian Thomas 

suggests that the mazurkas conceived prior to Chopin’s departure from Warsaw in 1830 

may have been intended for dancing due in part to their simple motivic designs and 

phrase structures. Of  the mazurkas with opus numbers, Thomas identifies only the 

dances belonging to opp. 6 and 7 as possible candidates.7 Based on the composition dates 

indicated in the Henle Urtext edition of  the mazurkas, it is possible that several other of  

the dances may have been composed for the dance floor. These include: op. 68, nos. 1, 2, 

and 3 (1829, 1827, and 1829 respectively), KK IIa no. 2 (1826), KK IIa no. 3 (1826), and 

KK IVa no. 7 (1829).8 Eric McKee goes one step further to suggest that some of  Chopin’s 

early mazurkas—likely the same ones referenced by Thomas and possibly the others I 

have noted—may have begun as improvisations on the dance floor. Although none of  the 

5

7 Thomas (1992, 155 and 317–318 [n.35]). Contrary to Thomas’ assertion, Goldberg (2008, 76) notes that, 
in a letter to his family on December 22, 1830, Chopin explicitly states that the mazurkas op. 7 are not for 
dancing. Yet, op. 7, no. 1 was published twice (1835 and 1842) by Franciszek Klukowski of  Warsaw as A 
Favorite Mazur Composed for the Fortepiano by Fr. Chopin Played in the Variety Theater and at Dancing Soirées at Both 
Merchant Clubs (Ulubiony mazur skomponowany na fortepiano przez Fr. Chopina grywany w Teatrze Rozmaitości i na 
wiezorach tańcujących w obydwu ressursach). The descriptive title Klukowski inscribes on the cover of  the work 
indicates that op. 7, no. 1 was, in fact, danceable. Goldberg nevertheless insists that the mazurka’s function 
on the dance floor was a reappropriation of  the work and not indicative of  Chopin’s original intention.

8 KK stands for Kobylańska Katalog.



accounts of  Chopin’s participation as a dance musician in ballrooms and private salons 

that McKee cites explicitly indicate whether Chopin played dances he or others had 

already composed or whether he improvised new ones, McKee posits that, based on 

Chopin’s known ability as an improviser, it is plausible that some of  his Warsaw mazurkas 

may have originated as improvisations in the ballroom.9

Music written by Chopin that bears the name “mazurka,” but was composed as 

art music for solo performance rather than to accompany dancers constitutes the second 

level of  stylization, twice removed from the rural mazurka. At this level, the music takes 

on a life of  its own independent of  the demands of  the dance floor. It afforded Chopin 

more freedom with the treatment of  the characteristic dance elements, rhythm, phrase 

structure, harmony, motive, and other musical parameters, since his goal was no longer to 

produce danceable music. Yet, the remaining ties to the danced mazurka cannot be 

underestimated, even at this level of  stylization. Mazurkas that Chopin composed after 

leaving Warsaw in 1830 (op. 17 ff.) fall into this category. Even the mazurkas opp. 6 and 7 

may be understood to participate in this level of  stylization. After all, even if  they were 

indeed conceived for or on the dance floor, Chopin published them as solo piano works, 

in which case the works are in dialogue with both the first and second levels of  

stylization.10

6

9 McKee (2012, 142).

10 Op. 68, nos. 1–3 pose a separate problem, even though they were composed before 1830. Since op. 68 
was published posthumously, it is unclear whether Chopin conceived of  these mazurkas as solo piano works 
or as dance accompaniments intended for the ballroom. Thus, their participation in the second level of  
stylization is less well-defined than that of  the mazurkas comprising opp. 6 and 7.



THE ORIGIN OF THE MAZURKA: THE MAZUR, OBEREK, AND KUJAWIAK

The ballroom mazurka (Pol., mazur, mazurek [diminutive]) as Chopin knew it was a 

middle- and upper-class reinterpretation and stylization of  a rural peasant dance known 

as the mazur. The rural mazur—a fast and lively dance traditionally notated in 9 or o meter

—originated in the east central Polish region of  Mazowsze. It is a dance characterized by 

the “smooth running forward of  couples, with partners facing the same direction” broken 

up by hops, stamps, and heel-clicking figures [Pol., hołubiec].11 The male partner of  the 

first couple is considered the leader, and all other couples follow the sequence of  steps and 

improvisations that he and his partner perform.12 Its characteristic rhythmic figure, called 

mazurkowe rhythm can be found in songs and dances from as early as the fifteenth and 

sixteenth centuries. If  notated in 9 time, mazurkowe rhythm consists of  two eighth notes (or 

some variation thereof) followed by two quarters, with the accent typically falling on the 

second or third beat of  the measure (see Example 1). Anna Czekanowska notes that the 

displacement of  the primary metrical accent from the downbeat to beat two or three may 

be associated with the paroxytonic accent typical in the Polish language.13 Her assertion 

seems reasonable based on the fact that the rural mazur was originally accompanied by 

7

11 Dziewanowska (1997, 509).

12 Au (1998, 343).

13 Czekanowska (1990, 195).

EXAMPLE 1. (a) mazurkowe rhythm; (b) variation on mazurkowe rhythm

& 43Voice œ ≈ œ œ œ ∑ ∑

Dotted Mazurka Rhythm
[Composer]

& 43Voice œ œ œ œ ∑ ∑

Maurka Rhythm
[Composer]

(a) (b)



singing, the text of  which likely affected the accent pattern of  the accompanying music 

and, as a result, may have helped to determine the accent pattern of  the dance itself. 

Mazurkowe rhythm is also prominently featured in two other related rural dances, 

the oberek (also obertas or ober), from the Mazowsze region, and the kujawiak, from the 

neighboring northwestern region on Kujawy. Of  the three dances, the oberek is the fastest, 

with the mazur featuring a slightly slower tempo, and the kujawiak being the most 

moderate. That said, there is some tempo overlap between the dances. The oberek is not 

only the fastest of  the three dances, but also the most physically demanding. Like the 

mazur, the oberek features a forward running step punctuated with hops, stamps, and heel 

clicks. However, as Ada Dziewanowska notes, the oberek also includes acrobatic “show off ” 

steps in which the men attempt to outperform each other.14 In contrast to the lively mazur 

and the boisterous and acrobatic oberek, the kujawiak is comparatively subdued and 

dignified, featuring gentle sways and turns. Couples dancing the kujawiak turn in small 

circles (or spirals) as they circle the dance floor, similar to the general pattern of  

movement in the Viennese waltz described by McKee.15 In both the oberek and the 

kujawiak, couples perform some steps in a closed position (facing each other) and others in 

8

14 Dziewanowska (1997, 592).

15 See McKee (2004, 123–124) and (2012, 93–95) regarding the choreography of  the Viennese waltz. 
Although parallels between the choreography of  the waltz and the mazurka—or its derivatives—have not 
been frequently drawn, the generic similarities between the music accompanying the two dances has been 
often noted. In English-language publications, Samson (1985, 120), Goldberg (2008, 66–69) and McKee 
(2012, 180) have all observed that waltzes and mazurkas published in Warsaw during the time of  Chopin’s 
youth exhibit a certain degree of  generic similarity. Goldberg notes that the musical genres were, in some 
cases, nearly interchangeable, particularly when melodic patterns characteristic of  both the waltz and the 
mazurka were employed. For example, she references the similarity between “the quicker, spinning melodies  
usually associated with the oberek type [of  mazurka]” and melodic lines characteristic of  the waltz (2008, 
67). 



an open position (facing the same direction) in contrast to the open position favored in the 

mazur.  

Because of  their similar rhythmic foundation, the three dances—mazur, oberek, and 

kujawiak—tended to be danced one after another as a set. Dziewanowska notes that the 

kujawiak typically occupied the middle position in the set, with either a mazur or oberek 

following it. Most commonly, a slow walking dance called the chodzony occupied the 

opening slot. Dziewanowska also states that, because the dances were often performed as 

a set, a certain amount of  blending occurred, sometimes making it difficult to determine 

where one dance ended and the next began.16 Because of  this blending, elements not only 

from the mazur, but also from the oberek and the kujawiak managed to make their way into 

the ballroom mazurka. Hence, the tempos and characteristic musical figures of  each were 

familiar to Chopin and at his disposal when composing his mazurkas for solo piano. The 

notion of  the dances being performed as a set is also significant in that it implies a simple 

narrative trajectory rooted in the character of  each dance. For example, a set with the 

order chodzony—kujawiak—oberek might generally express a progression from calm dignity 

to gentle grace to frenetic merriment. 

9

16 Dziewanowka (1997, 557).



THE BALLROOM MAZURKA

During Chopin’s youth, the waltz, mazurka, and polonaise dominated the dance 

floor in Warsaw, as evidenced by the popularity of  these genres in published 

arrangements of  popular dance tunes for the piano.17 Despite the mazurka’s popularity, 

few extant dance manuals published during Chopin’s lifetime describe the steps or 

character of  the dance. One notable exception is the 1847 dance manual, La danse des 

salons [Drawing-room dances], by French dance master Henri Cellarius. That the manual 

was written only two years before Chopin’s death, and by a foreigner no less, it is difficult 

to know for certain whether the description Cellarius provides is telling of  the mazurka 

Chopin knew and danced as a young man in Warsaw in the 1820s and Paris in the early 

1830s. That said, Cellarius does emphasize the Polish origin of  the dance and commends 

the Poles for their “superior style and originality” compared to the French dancers who 

attempt the mazurka.18 For this reason, it is a tenable assumption that Cellarius represents 

the dance accurately, or at least captures its spirit and the general character of  its steps, 

even if  the steps themselves had likely evolved since the decade when Chopin danced in 

the Paris ballrooms and salons.

In La danse des salons, Cellarius devotes two chapters to the mazurka; the first 

details the five most basic steps of  the dance and the second provides general observations  

regarding the character of  the dance and the typical body postures of  the dancers. 

10

17 Goldberg (2008, 64–65) notes that in Warsaw prior to 1815, the polonaise dominated dance publications, 
accounting for 96 percent of  piano dance arrangements. By 1825–1830, the waltz constituted 35 percent of 
published dance arrangements for piano, with the mazurka (29 percent) and the polonaise (20 percent) close 
behind.

18 Cellarius ([1847] 1849, 60).



Unfortunately, Cellarius provides no foot diagrams to clarify the steps he describes, 

rendering his descriptions only marginally useful to a modern reader with little historical 

dance experience. That said, Cellarius’s descriptions give the reader a feeling for the 

character of  and affect suggested by each step and therefore, a general idea about the 

possible affective trajectories the dancers might project as they move. Furthermore, they 

afford the generation of  preliminary hypotheses about the relationship between the rural 

dances that utilize mazurkowe rhythm and the ballroom mazurka. 

Of  the five steps Cellarius describes, the first four comprise the promenade and the 

last step—or rather, series of  steps—constitutes the round. The steps are as follows: (1) pas 

glissé,19 (2) pas de basque, (3) pas boiteux, (4) pas polonais (coup de talon), and (5) tour sur place 

(hołubiec).  I will discuss briefly each step in turn. The pas glissé, or “mazurka step,” is the 

most fundamental because it is “unceasingly repeated” in the promenade.20 This step 

consists of  a graceful diagonal hop with the leading foot followed by a gentle gliding 

motion, called a glissade, as the second foot crosses the floor to meet the first. The second 

step, the pas de basque, begins analogously to the pas glissé.21 On the third beat, however, the 

11

19 The diacritical mark in glissé appears incorrectly as a grave accent (glissè) in the 1849 English edition of  
The drawing-room dances. I will adopt the correct acute accent from the French edition published the same 
year.

20 Ibid. (53). Cellarius’s observation about the “unceasing” nature of  the pas glissé is somewhat confounding, 
given that he details three other steps that appear in the promenade. Perhaps this step occurs more frequently 
than do the others, although Cellarius does not make this clear. Another possibility is that Cellarius actually 
means that the foundational motion of  this step, the glissade (glide), occurs “unceasingly,” and not the step in 
its entirety. This is more plausible because the glissade appears to varying degrees in all four promenade steps.

21 Ibid. (53). Cellarius notes that the Polish pas de basque differs from the French step of  the same name in 
that the former occupies three beats. The French version of  the step presumably functions in a duple (or 
quadruple) context, rather than a triple one, although Cellarius does not make this explicit—likely because 
any knowledgeable reader at the time of  publication would have understood the reference with no further 
explanation.



dancer stamps the floor, “beating [it] sharply with the heel” and uses the momentum 

from the stamp to launch into the next step, a vigorous and energetic motion absent from 

the graceful pas glissé.22 The third step, the pas boiteux, is also known as the “hobble-step” 

because, as Cellarius aptly describes, beginning students who execute it imperfectly “have 

all the appearance of  hobbling.”23 As with the pas de basque, the first two beats of  the pas 

boiteux commence as with the pas glissé. On the third beat, the dancer simultaneously 

executes a heel-click with the right foot against the left and lifts the left leg such that the 

foot aligns with the right calf.24 The final step belonging to the promenade is the pas polonais 

(coup de talon).25 This step involves a genuine heel-click followed by a glissade, the former of  

which must never be too loud, as such a display would “always be considered in the ball-

room as evincing bad taste.”26 After the promenade, which Cellarius deems the “foundation 

of  the mazurka,” the round commences, for which he describes only one step, the tour sur 

place.27 The tour sur place, or hołubiec, requires the gentleman to “fling [the lady] with 
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22 Ibid. (53).

23 Ibid. (53).

24 Although Cellarius insists that a heel-click occurs at the same time the left leg is raised, this seems nearly 
impossible to execute. I will instead suggest that the heel-click may not actually sound in this step; rather, 
what resembles heel-click motion occurs, but the simultaneous leg lift prevents the heels from actually 
colliding.

25 Cellarius ([1847] 1849, 54) seems to use the term coup de talon inconsistently. For example, he describes the 
purported heel-clicking in the pas boiteux as a coup de talon, which only occupies one beat, and also terms the 
pas polonais, a step that occupies three beats of  music, a coup de talon. For the sake of  clarity, I will use the 
term only to describe the heel-clicking gesture from this point forward and not the whole step to which the 
gesture belongs. Thus, both the pas boiteux and the pas polonais contain a coup de talon.

26 Ibid. (54). This observation is evidence of  the refinement required to make the rural mazurka more 
acceptable to the bourgeois and aristocratic dance connoisseurs. I imagine that the heel-click was a far 
rowdier gesture in the rural mazurka than in the urban one and that the volume of  the click was likely no 
issue in the original dance.

27 Ibid. (55).



certain decision into his left arm” and pivot.28 After the couple perform the step four 

times, the gentleman flings the lady into his right arm and continues in the opposite 

direction. 

Based on Cellarius’s description of  the basic steps of  the ballroom mazurka, it is 

possible to tentatively posit several connections between the family of  rural mazurkowe 

rhythm-based dances (mazur, kujawiak, and oberek) and the ballroom mazurka. Perhaps 

most obvious is the retention of  certain characteristic gestures, such as the stomps and 

heel-clicks of  the mazur and oberek, in the ballroom dance. The prevalence of  the glissade 

gesture may also be traceable to the “smooth running forward” of  the mazur described by 

Dziewanowska.29 In addition to similarities between the dance steps themselves are those 

relating to the form of  the dance. It is possible to suggest that the two-part promenade/round 

form of  the ballroom dance is derivative of  the practice of  performing the folk dances in 

sets. In its division into two parts with distinct functions—opening and closing—the 

ballroom mazurka honors the stringing together of  the rural dances into a set of  related, 

yet functionally distinct dances.30 It is even possible that the promenade recalls the chodzony 

because of  the obvious “walking” connotation and the initiating function both serve, 

although I have found no confirmation in the literature regarding this assertion. 
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28 Ibid. (55). Cellarius’s use of  the term hołubiec differs here from that used by authors such as Dziewanowska 
(1997) to describe a folk mazurka step of  the same name. In the rural dances belonging to the mazurka 
family, hołubiec refers to a heel-clicking step, which, I imagine, is similar to Cellarius’s coup de talon. 

29 Dziewanowska (1997, 509).

30 Considering the predominantly ternary forms of  Chopin’s mazurkas for solo piano, it is unclear exactly 
how the two-part dance would be mapped onto a three-part form. Several options are possible. If  each part 
of  the musical form represents an independent dance, then perhaps both parts of  the dance were 
performed during each section of  music. Another possibility is that promenades and rounds would alternate 
as sections changed.



Two final parallels between the rural and urban manifestations of  the mazurka are 

not yet apparent based on the descriptions of  the five mazurka steps provided above, but 

are more essential to the exploration of  Chopin’s mazurkas that will follow because they 

are concerned with the character of  the dance. The first is the dominance of  the 

gentleman over the lady and the greater complication of  the gentleman’s steps.31 Of  the 

rural dances, the oberek favors the gentleman over the lady to the most obvious degree, as 

evidenced by the prevalence of  acrobatic “show-off ” steps for the gentleman. So, too, in 

the ballroom mazurka, the gentleman’s footwork is more complicated than the lady’s. For 

instance, Cellarius writes that the coup de talon—the heel-click—“belongs especially to the 

gentlemen.”32 While the gentleman commences a coup de talon, the lady performs other 

small graceful steps, such as little glissades. Cellarius also notes that when dancing the 

mazurka, the Poles “excel particularly in the art of  directing the ladies”33—a critical skill 

for the proper execution of  the dance. He even goes so far as to say that the lady’s 

dexterity and gracefulness “depends, in a great degree, [upon] the success of  her partner” 

because “she ought to follow him whatever may be the rapidity of  his paces, to stop when 

he stops, to recommence with him, and never to be surprised nor put out whatever may 
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31 While Cellarius ([1847] 1849, 58) states that the lady is, in general, “less active or less occupied” than her 
partner, he concedes that the lady must be trained in the dance for her partner to guide her with ease. He 
states: “I shall here repeat what I have said when speaking of  the waltze [sic]—that there never can be a 
good dancer with an inexperienced danseuse.”

32 Ibid. (57).

33 Ibid. (62).



happen.”34 In other words, the mazurka is a manifestation of  refined and properly 

expressed masculinity.  

A final characteristic of  the rural dances that is preserved in the ballroom 

mazurka is its improvisatory nature. Although this may not be apparent from Cellarius’s 

prescribed steps, the dance master stresses this point as evidenced by his myriad 

comments—particularly in the chapter entitled “Observations on the Mazurka”—about 

its originality and his inability to fully convey the dance on paper. In perhaps the most 

telling of  his comments on this topic, Cellarius states: 

I do not hesitate to affirm that only one part of  the mazurka can be taught; the 
rest is invented, is extemporized, in the excitement of  the execution; and it is 
precisely this circumstance of  constant inspiration that renders the mazurka so 
attractive, so varied, and makes it perhaps the first of  the fashionable dances.35

Unlike the rural mazur, in which the gentleman of  the first couple leads and the other 

couples imitate his improvisations, Cellarius notes that, in the ballroom mazurka, the 

extemporized steps “belong” to their creator and that “others would be wrong in copying 

with servility.”36 Thus, the improvisatory nature of  the dance has been transformed from 

a communal endeavor, in which steps are readily shared, to a personal one, in which steps 

assume authorship. This distinction is a critical one, and will serve to reinforce Chopin’s 

ability to further transform the mazurka into an expression of  the personal through 

musical narrative.
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34 Ibid. (62).

35 Ibid. (52).

36 Ibid. (60).



CHOPIN THE DANCER: ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DANCE AND MUSIC IN 

CHOPIN’S MAZURKAS

With few exceptions, the literature on Chopin’s mazurkas considers them outside 

the context of  ballroom dance almost entirely. While the pieces certainly have merit as 

solo piano works, it seems that attention must be given to the original context in which the 

pieces were conceived and performed in order to approach issues of  musical meaning 

with any credibility. It is for this reason that placing the mazurkas back in their original 

dance context and considering Chopin’s acquaintance with the dance will prove to be 

critical. Most often, when scholars consider the mazurkas in the context of  dance, they 

emphasize connections to the rural folk mazurkas. In his article “Beyond the Dance,” 

Adrian Thomas states: 

Yet they do themselves [Chopin’s mazurkas] dance, and part of  their fascination 
lies in their compositional approach to dance gestures. The one- and two-bar 
motifs, with their unaltered restatements or subtle variations, their grouping into 
four- and six-bar phrases and into larger multiples, themselves alternating with 
contrasting sections to create whole pieces, all these have their basis in dance 
movements.”37

Thomas goes on to cite a 1926 study by Helena Windakiewiczowa regarding common 

musical structures in Polish folk dances that occur in Chopin’s mazurkas, among them 

hołubiec (heel-clicking figure), wahadłowy (pendulum), wirowy (whirling), and falujący (wave).38 

Although Windakiewiczowa’s study is largely concerned with melodic similarities between 

folk tunes and Chopin’s mazurkas, the descriptive words she selects to characterize each 

musical figure also highlight the connections between the physical actions of  the dance 
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37 Thomas (1992, 155–156).

38 Ibid. (158–159).



and the music that accompanies it. While Thomas and Windakiewiczowa highlight only 

the simplest associations the stylized mazurkas might have had with their rural danced 

forms, they both suggest that fully understanding the mazurkas requires going back to the 

dances from which they originated, regardless of  Chopin’s intention for them to exist 

outside of  the ballroom as stylized solo pieces. As interesting as their observations may be, 

neither Thomas nor Windakiewiczowa move beyond observation into the realm of  

hermeneutics. Among the questions left unanswered are those regarding how the 

recognition of  such figures in Chopin’s mazurkas might unlock interpretive possibilities 

for the dances.39   

In his article “Dance and the Music of  Chopin: The Waltz” and book Decorum of  

the Minuet, Delirium of  the Waltz, Eric McKee provides a convincing argument in favor of  

placing Chopin’s mazurkas—and other dance music—back in their ballroom context by 

focusing on Chopin as a dancer. McKee suggests that not only did Chopin know how to 

dance, but he often preferred it to playing the piano in social settings and was thought to 

be a highly skilled dancer by his friends and acquaintances. Although McKee mainly 

focuses on Chopin’s waltzes, he includes the mazurka in a particularly essential 

observation: 

I suggest that many of  Chopin’s Warsaw waltzes and mazurkas may have 
originated on the dance floor as dance improvisations and were only later 
committed to paper...It follows that an important source of  inspiration for 
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39 Thomas (1992) makes two cursory observations regarding the affective potential of  the mazurkas. First, 
he notes that the C# minor mazurkas in particular express the quality of  Polish żal, or melancholy, and 
interestingly singles out op. 50, no. 3 for its “expressive fluctuations” (157). Second, in reference to 
Windakiewiczowa’s study, Thomas notes that the falujący (wave) figure is often preceded by descending 
motion, which aids in expressing the melancholic nature of  the mazurka (as seen in “repeated uni-
directional phrases, usually descending” in Chopin’s op. 17, no. 4 and op. 30, no. 2) (318, n. 44). However, 
he does not make clear how or why the figures he pinpoints signify melancholy.



Chopin’s music may be found in the physical movements of  the dance 
itself.40 

Taking my cue from McKee, I suggest that, as a skilled dancer who would have learned 

the ballroom mazurka at a young age and frequently participated in dancing both in 

Warsaw and in his early years in Paris, Chopin would not have been able to divorce his 

physical experience as a dancer from his experience as a composer of  mazurkas. In other 

words, his physical understanding of  dance steps and gestures must necessarily have 

informed his translation of  those steps and gestures into musical ones.  

In his studies of  the waltz, McKee draws direct parallels between waltz 

choreography and musical figures in Chopin’s waltzes in order to suggest that the 

composer used the musical gestures of  the waltz and his vision of  the dancers as the basis 

for all levels of  organization, from the phrase to the overall form.41 In the present study, I 

will not posit exact correspondences between dance steps and musical figures in the 

mazurkas; this is because of  the mazurka’s greater number of  steps, the gestural similarity 

between steps, and the dance’s improvisatory nature. For all these reasons, it would be 

difficult, if  not impossible, to argue that a particular musical figure represents a pas de 

basque, while another represents a pas boiteux. How, after all, could one distinguish between 

a musical representation of  a “stamp” versus a “heel-click”? While a one-to-one 

correspondence is essential to McKee’s argument, it is less so to my study of  musical 

meaning. In fact, it is still possible (and fruitful) to discuss how Chopin’s understanding of  

dance would have informed his composition and performance of  mazurkas, particularly 
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40 McKee (2004, 121).

41 McKee (2012, 146).



his understanding of  the character and affect projected by the steps of  the dance. Thus, 

distinguishing between the “stamp” and “heel-click” becomes less significant than does a 

consideration of  the increased energy required to produce either physical gesture and the 

consequences an analogous musical figure might have on the dramatic trajectory of  a 

given mazurka. 

Considering the more abstract—yet equally fundamental—connections between 

the danced mazurka and Chopin’s stylization of  the dance in his solo piano works relies 

on an examination of  stylization and musical gesture—two concepts left largely 

untouched by Thomas (1992) and McKee (2004, 2012). In the most general sense, it is 

possible to create a typology of  more- to less-characteristic sections within a given 

mazurka. Simple melodies with accompaniment characterized by an agogic accent on 

beat two are more characteristic (more danceable and less stylized), while increasingly 

complex textures and the use of  distantly related keys and highly-saturated chromaticism 

are less characteristic (indicating stylization beyond the dance). The second, and more 

specific, way dance may be related to music is through the concept of  musical gesture. In 

exploring both stylization and gesture, I will begin to construct a theoretical model in 

which correlations between music and dance may be understood as contributing to the 

expressive or affective logic of  a work. 
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MUSICAL GESTURE

Since one of  my goals is to explore the connections between Chopin’s physical 

understanding of  the mazurka and his musical understanding of  the same dance, gesture—

a term that may be applied to expressive physical motion or expressive musical shaping—

seems appropriate. In the same manner that our embodied musical understanding of  

pitches moving up and down is derived from our understanding of  our bodies moving up 

and down in space,42 musical gesture is derived from physical gesture. Thus, the most 

fundamental musical gestural types have—or at least once had—a physical analogue.43 I 

suggest that the four main gestural types identifiable in Chopin’s Mazurka op. 50, no. 3 

are traceable to generic physical sensations or actions associated with dancing any 

number of  dance steps, including those detailed by Cellarius ([1847] 1849).

While many scholars have theorized and posited definitions of  musical gesture, I 

will rely primarily on the work of  Robert S. Hatten. In Musical Gestures, Topic, and Tropes, 

Hatten defines a musical gesture as an “expressive, energetic shaping through time.”44 

Like physical gestures, musical ones are communicative, although they may or may not be 

intended as such. While it is certainly a useful starting point, Hatten’s definition is 

intentionally vague, perhaps in an effort to encompass every musical event—notated or 
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42 See Zbikowski (1997, 202–203).

43 Zbikowski (2008) discusses a companion term to “physical analogue” in his discussion of  “sonic 
analogue”—the representation in sound of  “the central features of  some dynamic process,” such as dance 
(286). In other words, Zbikowski argues, as will I, that because of  its connection to physical motion, dance 
music affords embodied meaning when the motion of  the dancers is used as a guide. For example, 
regarding the listeners’ experience of  the bourrée finale of  Haydn’s op. 76, no. 4 string quartet, Zbikowski 
states: “So moved, they might recall emotions and feelings, but they might equally recall the motions of  
their bodies through space or the path of  an object across their vision” (306). Thus, Zbikowski suggests that 
it is through their knowledge and experience of  the bourrée that listeners’ attach meaning to the movement.

44 Hatten (2004, 109). 



heard—that may be identified as transferring energy and carrying expressive potential. 

Conversely, this definition affords the analyst the interpretive freedom to distinguish the 

most salient musical gestures within the context of  a given piece without being required to 

meet overly-specific criteria that might preclude some of  the most interesting and 

expressive musical moments. Hatten identifies four unique types of  musical gestures: 

spontaneous, thematic, dialogical, and rhetorical. A fifth type, gestural tropes, consists of  

synthesized gestures belonging to other categories. In my examination of  op. 50, no. 3, I 

will focus on the two types of  gestures Hatten believes listeners are most likely to focus on: 

thematic and rhetorical.45 

Within a work, thematic gestures are those that are “(a) foregrounded as significant, 

thereby gaining identity as a potential thematic entity, and...(b) used consistently, typically as 

the subject of  a musical discourse.”46 Aside from its name, a thematic gesture sounds very 

similar to a motive. However, there are at least three crucial differences. First, the most 

salient element(s) of  a thematic gesture may or may not exist in the domains of  pitch or 

rhythm. For example, it is possible to thematize dynamics, articulations, or expressive 

timing (rubato). Motives, as they are traditionally conceived, exclude flexible elements of  

performance in favor of  concretely notated parameters in the musical score. Second, a 

gesture implies an expressive meaning; a motive rarely does. When separated from their 

expressive meanings, gestures cease to exist. Motives, on the other hand, may exist in an 

abstract sense outside of  the original musical (and affective) context. Third, motives are 
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45 Ibid. (113).

46 Ibid. (135).



generally understood to occur not only on the surface, but at multiple hierarchical levels. 

While it may be possible to theorize a hierarchy of  gestures, musical gesture primarily 

applies to the musical surface that the listener navigates as he or she experiences the music 

in real time.  

The second type of  musical gesture with which I will deal is rhetorical gesture. 

According to Hatten, rhetorical gestures “disrupt the unmarked flow in one or more 

dimensions of  the musical discourse” thereby “direct[ing] the dramatic trajectory of  an 

expressive genre.”47 This definition contains several critical observations. First of  all, 

rhetorical gestures must necessarily be marked, meaning that they must stand out against 

an unmarked background. This implies a norm of  marked and unmarked events in a 

particular genre, and consequently the stylistic competency of  the analyst, performer, or 

listener to recognize a particular gesture as distinct from the unmarked ones that surround 

it. Secondly, rhetorical gestures serve a particular function, namely, to direct the musical 

discourse along a path that would otherwise not have been pursued.48 Rhetorical gestures 

may be thematized when foregrounded and used consistently; thus, it is possible to have a 

thematic rhetorical gesture.
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47 Ibid. (125).

48 Regarding shifts in the level of  discourse in the music of  Beethoven, Hatten (1994) states: “Levels of  
discourse are created in literature by shifting from direct to indirect discourse or narration. Music may 
signal analogous shifts, although not necessarily narrative ones, by means of  certain extreme contrasts of  
style or stylistic register: successively (in which case the latter music seems to “comment” upon the former), 
or interruptively (in which case an entity appropriate to a context is displayed by an inappropriate 
one)” (174). Hatten elaborates on the concept in Interpreting Musical Gestures, Topics, and Tropes, suggesting that 
shifts in the level of  discourse signal the presence of  a narrative agent—“the sometimes invisible or 
transparent agency involved in ordering, arranging, and/or commenting upon the (sequence of) events of  
the story level” (2004, 226). 



DEFINITION OF FOUR GESTURAL TYPES	

In analyzing Chopin’s Mazurka op. 50, no. 3, I have identified four prominent 

thematic gestural types that help to shape its musical discourse and narrative structure. I 

have attempted to give these four types names that are suggestive of  their affective 

qualities: striving, yielding, revolving, and reverberating. I will discuss each one in turn.

Striving and yielding exist as a paired opposition that embodies the give-and-take 

between partners as the couple dance.49 Striving is an ascending, usually stepwise gesture 

that directs the musical discourse toward a goal and requires a great expenditure of  

energy (see Example 2). Unlike Hatten’s “yearning,” striving has a positive affective 

connotation, suggesting that the goal may be attained. Striving indicates that the agent 

makes a concerted effort to effect a change in the present musical situation by taking 

control of  the dramatic trajectory. As a musical gesture, striving may be understood in 
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49 In Musical Meaning in Beethoven, Hatten discusses a useful opposition between “yearning” and 
“resignation” (later, “yielding”) in Romantic thought. This opposition is a manifestation of  one of  the most 
basic oppositions in music, that between up and down. Hatten associates yearning with “reaching”—an 
upward motion—and resignation with “lapsing”—a downward motion. He also notes that yearning has a 
somewhat negative connotation in that it is almost always unfulfilled, while resignation has a more positive 
connotation because it is related to acceptance of  one’s situation or in more extreme cases, “spiritual 
surrender to a higher power” (1994, 56–57).

striving yielding

EXAMPLE 2. Striving and yielding gestures in Chopin’s Mazurka op. 50, no. 3, mm. 9–10



some sense as deriving from the physical sensation of  striving. In a partner dance like the 

mazurka, this sensation may be equated with taking the lead. When the gentleman takes 

the lead, he takes control of  the physical trajectory of  the couple, their speed, and their 

sequence of  steps within the defined space of  the dance floor.50 In a more practical and 

obvious sense, striving may also be associated with the forward motion of  the glissade, the 

gliding step that serves as the foundation for most mazurka steps.51

Yielding, on the other hand, is a descending, usually stepwise gesture that “falls 

away from” the previous gesture (see Example 2). It portrays a loss of  energy as one 

gesture gives way to another. Yielding as Hatten defines it has a positive connotation. My 

concept of  yielding, however, is more negative, as it exists in opposition to the positive 

striving. Yielding implies a subordinate agent who relinquishes control of  the trajectory to 

another source—either graciously or with varying degrees of  resistance, depending on the 

context. In other words, a yielding gesture submits to a musical process already in motion 

or soon to be in motion. Yielding as a musical gesture may be understood in some sense 

as deriving from the physical sensation of  yielding. I will equate the physical sensation 

with giving way to one’s partner in dance. When the gentleman takes the lead, the lady 

must diligently follow him and yield to his desires on the dance floor.52   

Another prevalent gestural type in the mazurka is revolving. Revolving is a gesture 

that moves away from and returns to a particular pitch (see Example 3). Such gestures 
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50 As Cellarius ([1847] 1849, 62) notes, the gentleman is always the leader of  the couple in the ballroom 
mazurka.

51 Ibid. (53).

52 Ibid. (62).



resemble double or single neighbor note motives. Revolving creates a sense of  equilibrium 

since a motion in one direction is countered by an equal motion in the opposite direction. 

In terms of  affect, revolving suggests monotony, since a previous position is continually 

returned to.53 Also, as in the phrase “revolves around,” revolving implies a preoccupation 

with or focus on a certain idea, state, or physical position. Depending on the musical 

context, revolving may even suggest obsession. In terms of  its relation to physical dance 

gestures, revolving may be understood in several different ways. Perhaps the most obvious 

is literal spinning or moving in a circle, such that one’s previous physical position and 

location are left and returned to. One could also conceive of  revolving as an opposition 

between balance and imbalance, wherein the favored position indicates a state of  balance 

and the realm of  positions between two balanced states indicates a state of  imbalance. 

One particular dance step in the mazurka, the tour sur place, exemplifies revolving in that 

the gentleman flings the lady into his arm and the pair pivots. In such a gesture there is a 

definite sense of  moving from a balanced position, through various states of  dynamic 
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53 Zbikowski (2008, 290) discusses a similar principle in which repetition (a “cyclic process”) may be 
interpreted as the “negation of  process,” “stasis,” or “stagnation.”

revolving

EXAMPLE 3. Revolving gesture in Chopin’s Mazurka op. 50, no. 3, mm. 1–3



imbalance, and back to balance during both the fling and pivot, as weight is redistributed 

during the execution of  the step.

I have borrowed the fourth gestural type, reverberating, from Alexandra Pierce. 

Pierce defines reverberation as “the continuous mobilization of  playing action that settles 

to rest even as it moves on.”54 She continues: 

Reverberation reflects the intention that precedes an action, commitment during 
the action (including a desire to communicate with an audience), and fulfillment of 
the action—although a next action may adjoin (as when ending and beginning 
fuse on a note or chord), or may even overlap (as in fugal expositions). 
Reverberation also reflects—all along the path—the emotional and thought-filled 
content of  an action.55  

By this, Pierce means that musical gestures, like physical ones, need time and space to 

finish completely without being cut short, even if  that time or space is not literally present 

in the music. I have adapted Pierce’s general concept of  reverberation to a more specific 

context within the mazurka. Reverberation as I define it is a repetitive gesture that echoes 

motion that has already been traced. It typically occurs immediately after a cadence, but 

may occur elsewhere. Reverberating implies a dying away of  sound and gesture, as 

Pierce’s description suggests. Since reverberating does not have a specific affective quality, 

I have identified an opposition between two types of  reverberation with more specific 

affective implications—dissipating reverberation and anticipating reverberation. 

Dissipating reverberation is the unmarked member of  the opposition. This type of  

reverberation reiterates tonic and occurs immediately after an authentic cadence (see 

Example 4). It suggests a melting away or fading of  the previous gesture. In physics, 
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54 Pierce (2007, 120).

55 Ibid. (121). See also Hatten (2004, 126–131) for a summary of  Pierce’s contribution to gesture theory.



dissipation generally refers to a loss of  energy (as heat); extending this association to the 

realm of  musical gesture, dissipating reverberation may be understood as a slowing or 

relaxing as the energy of  the gesture subsides. Anticipating reverberation, on the other 

hand, is marked because it reiterates dominant harmony (see Example 5). This type of  

reverberation most typically appears immediately before an authentic cadence, but may 

also appear after a half  cadence. Anticipating reverberation is somewhat contrary to 

Pierce’s concept because despite it signaling a dying away of  the previous gesture, it 

simultaneously builds energy because of  the expectation of  harmonic resolution to the 

tonic. 
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dissipating reverberation

EXAMPLE 4. Dissipating reverberation gesture in Chopin’s Mazurka op. 50, no. 3, mm. 187–191

anticipating reverberation

EXAMPLE 5. Anticipating reverberation gesture in Chopin’s Mazurka op. 50, no. 3, mm. 11–16



Like the three previously defined gestural types, both anticipating reverberation 

and dissipating reverberation have approximate physical analogues. Anticipating 

reverberation may be associated with a pivot between two movements in dance whereby 

the energy from the previous gesture reverberates within the body while at the same time 

anticipating the next gesture. In effect, the follow-through of  one gesture becomes the 

preparation for the next, and a transfer of  energy occurs. The body simultaneously feels 

the settling conclusion of  one gesture and the energetic initiation of  another—in a 

moment of  articulation that Pierce terms the juncture between gestures.56 Anticipating 

reverberation may be found in the final gesture of  the pas de basque. Cellarius states that 

“for the third [beat], you make a coupè under the other foot, beating sharply with the 

heel, and flinging up the same leg to recommence another step.”57 As Cellarius describes, 

one foot stamps the floor and then continues on to begin the next step. The energy from 

the stamping gesture is transferred to the commencing of  another step. Consequently, the 

dancer experiences the stamp as both an ending and a beginning—a juncture between two 

iterations of  the pas de basque. Dissipating reverberation, on the other hand, may be 

associated with the return to balance after the final gesture in a sequence of  steps. Like 

the musical gesture, the physical one is a gesture of  relaxation and implies loss of  

energy.
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INTEGRATING GESTURAL AFFECTS INTO THE LARGER DRAMATIC TRAJECTORY 

In order to place musical gestures and the affective information they convey within 

the broader context of  a work’s dramatic trajectory, gestures must function within, and 

complement, a theory of  musical narrative. Although convincing narrative readings may 

be developed without considering gesture, a gestural reading without narrative is far less 

persuasive. If  gestures are considered only individually, their affects, too, lack connection 

to the expressive trajectory of  the piece. Musical gestures, then, serve as a means by which 

to explore the expressive states suggested by a work, and musical narrative provides the 

interpretive framework for synthesizing the states into a coherent trajectory. That gestures 

signify emotional states and not physical actions—although they are derived from them—

limits the definition of  musical narrative to a trajectory of  affects organized by a narrative 

agent rather than the more traditional sequence of  physical actions performed by 

characters. For this reason, I will rely upon the contemporary theories of  musical 

narrative put forth by Michael Klein (2004) and Byron Almén (2008)—detailed below—

over more traditional theories.
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MUSICAL NARRATIVE    

There seems to exist a bias in current music theoretical thought against narrative 

interpretations of  works belonging to Chopin’s “salon style”58—mazurkas, waltzes, 

nocturnes, and the like.59 Narrative readings of  Chopin’s more ambitious works, however, 

have been the subject of  much discourse, with the ballades eliciting the most attention.60 

It is not difficult to divine the narrative appeal of  the ballades. The genre’s name is, after 

all, adopted from the narrative literary genre of  the same name (ballad). While one 

cannot deny the strong association between the literary ballad and its musical 

counterpart, it seems to me that limiting the repertoire available for narrative study to 

those pieces with a genre or title having programmatic implications is unnecessarily 

restrictive. To do so is to suggest that musical narrative is a derivative concept and that 

music cannot stage a narrative without providing associations to literary or other extra-

musical sources.61 There are two related and pressing questions at stake here: (1) What is 

lacking in lyric genres—or more specifically, the lyric genres comprising Chopin’s “salon 

style”—that has often led scholars to conclude that these genres do not or cannot narrate? 

and (2) If  genre and title are not the only (or the most convincing) indicators of  
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58 The distinction between Chopin’s “salon style” and “virtuosic style” is borrowed from Klein (2004). 

59 Indeed, this is generally the case with all lyric genres, not only those of  Chopin. However, this study will 
be restricted to Chopin’s lyric genres, specifically the mazurkas.

60 See Tarasti (1994) on the Polonaise-Fantasie, op. 61, and the First Ballade, op. 23; Klein (2004) on the First 
and Fourth Ballades, opp. 23 and 52; Lidov (2005) on the Third Ballade, op. 47; and Bellman (2010) on the 
First and Second Ballades, opp. 23 and 38.

61 Almén (2008) calls attention to the problematic nature of  conceiving of  musical narrative as a derivative 
concept and challenges typical conceptions of  musical narrative that center around programs and the 
attachment of  texts or other objects to music in the introduction to his A Theory of  Musical Narrative. The first 
narrative reading Almén provides is of  an obviously “lyric” piece, Chopin’s Prelude in G major, op. 28, no. 
3. See my p. 33 for further discussion of  Almén’s analysis.



narrativity in music, what is it in music or about music that signals narrativity? I will 

discuss each one in turn.

WHAT HAS LED SCHOLARS TO CONCLUDE THAT LYRIC GENRES DO NOT NARRATE?

The first issue at hand is the resistance to interpreting lyric genres as narrative. 

What is it about lyric genres, such as Chopin’s mazurkas, that traditionally resist the 

application of  theories of  musical narrative as a mode of  hermeneutic analysis? In the 

music of  Chopin, the traditional divide between potentially narrative genres and solely 

descriptive lyric ones is especially pronounced because of  the perceived distinction 

between his virtuosic works—sonatas, concertos, ballades, polonaises—and his salon ones

—nocturnes, waltzes, mazurkas.62 Perhaps this sharp distinction is so easily maintained 

because musical works of  a modest scale often lack the cues—programmatic elements, 

associated texts, and formal “problems” or idiosyncrasies— that have historically 

prompted narrative readings, while works of  an epic proportion lend themselves more 

readily to such interpretations. Michael Klein (2004) observes that Chopin’s more 

ambitious compositions alternate between passages governed by lyric and narrative time 

such that a listener may experience shifts in temporality similar to those associated with 

the telling of  a story (or narrative) in literature.63 Chopin’s large-scale works are also more 
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62 See Klein (2004, 38–39).

63 Klein (2004) borrows the distinction between lyric and narrative time from Monelle (2000).



likely to be associated with texts and programs that elicit narrative interpretations.64 

Conversely, Chopin’s salon works typically lack both the “epic” quality found in his 

virtuosic works and the programatic associations historically indicative of  narrative, 

rendering them unsuitable for narrative readings along traditional lines—and potentially 

even more inclusive modern theories such as Klein’s. In the absence of  traditional 

narrative markers, these richly expressive pieces have been largely ignored in the narrative 

realm.

WHAT IS IT IN MUSIC OR ABOUT MUSIC THAT SIGNALS NARRATIVITY?

In the introduction to his A Theory of  Musical Narrative, Byron Almén identifies 

three primary assumptions about narrative that limit one’s understanding of  how music 

narrates, the second of  which deals specifically with traditional signals of  musical 

narrativity. In addition to the programmatic implications of  a work’s genre or title, Almén 

also identifies a work’s association with a particular dramatic or epic text and any other 

means of  “attaching” extra-musical elements or meanings to a work to be strong 

traditional indicators of  narrativity in music, especially when the sole purpose of  these 

associations or “attachments” is to prepare a listener “to hear the music in a special way,” 

i.e., as a narrative.65 Almén goes on to challenge these traditional markers and the type of 
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64 Bellman (2010, 3–6, 19–34) discusses at length the tradition of  hearing Chopin’s ballades in relation to 
various works of  Adam Mickiewicz. He notes that this tendency began with Schumann, who, in the  
November 2, 1841 issue of  the Neue Zeitschrift für Musik recalled Chopin’s indication that “certain poems of  
Mickiewicz had suggested his Ballades to him” (quoted in Bellman 2010, 3–4; italics are Bellman’s). 
However, the association of  specific ballades with specific works of  Mickiewicz did not gain widespread 
popularity until after 1900 (Bellman 2010, 20).

65 Almén (2008, 3).



narrative understanding they imply—namely, that the potential for musical narrativity 

resides in associations outside of  the music itself  and has little or nothing to do with a 

listener’s aural experience of  the work. He proposes instead that the possibility for musical 

narrative is borne out of  conflicts within and between musical parameters and the 

hierarchical shifts between the conflicting elements resulting from their play in musical 

time. As evidenced by his narrative analysis of  Chopin’s Prelude in G major, op. 28, no. 3, 

Almén’s location of  narrative potential in any type of  musical “conflict” affords him the 

opportunity to produce narrative readings of  pieces not considered narrative according to 

more traditional definitions.66 That said, Almén’s perspective on narrative is problematic 

in its own right in that one is now hard pressed to find a work that does not narrate, 

especially one belonging to the common-practice era, in which “conflicts” within and 

between musical parameters abound.  

Other scholars have also attempted to derive the primary markers of  musical 

narrative from the music itself  rather than from extra-musical associations, notably 

Carolyn Abbate (1989), Robert S. Hatten (1994, 2004), and Michael Klein (2004). Klein

—the only one of  the three to deal with the music of  Chopin at great length—draws on 

Raymond Monelle’s (2000) distinction between lyric time—indicative of  “evocation [or] 

description”—and narrative time—indicative of  “action”—as the foundation for his 

conception of  musical narrative.67 Klein, however, limits his conception of  narrative 
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66 Ibid. (3–10).

67 Klein (2004, 38). After Monelle, Klein also draws on A. B. Marx’s Satz/Gang (rest/motion) dichotomy. 
However, this distinction is so closely linked to that between lyric and narrative time that I will not muddy 
my argument with the employment of  unnecessary terminology.



further than Almén. Rather than locating the potential for narrative in the simple 

alternation of  musical sections indicative of  evocation and action, Klein restricts narrative 

further by building the presence of  a “musical persona” into his theoretical framework. 

This “persona”—analogous to Abbate’s (1989) “narrative voice” and Hatten’s (2004) 

“narrative agent”—is the “implicit narrator of  the tale” who coordinates the trajectory of 

expressive states—rather than the actions of  actors—that together form a coherent 

musical narrative.68 Klein’s emphasis on expressive states over action sequences distances 

his conception of  musical narrative from traditional ones.69 Despite the elimination of  

explicit actors, the concept of  the “persona,” “voice,” or “agent” still strongly implies a 

human presence in the musical narrative through the listener’s embodied experience of  

the expressive states.   

To return to the original question regarding the indicators of  musical narrative, I 

will follow Almén (2008) and, to a certain degree, Klein (2004) by arguing that the 

potential for musical narrativity does not reside only in a work’s genre, title, textual 

association, or extra-musical “attachment,” but also in signals projected by the music 

itself. More specifically, I will suggest that musical narrativity is indicated most strongly by 

the presence of  at least one of  three distinct rhetorical devices that betray the presence of 

a narrative agent: (1) framing, (2) temporal re-ordering, and (3) shifts in the level of  

discourse. 
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68 Ibid. (26–27). Klein posits the presence of  a narrative agent based on the changes of  expressive states and 
the presence of  a bardic voice in his analysis of  Chopin’s Fourth Ballade.

69 Hatten (1994) has also explored musical meaning in terms of  expressive states—what he calls “expressive 
genres,” and Klein (2004) admits his debt to Hatten’s scholarship on this subject. Almén (2008) and others 
have also explored such possibilities successfully.



FRAMING

A frame demarcates space “before-the-beginning” and “after-the-end” of  the 

narrative proper and affords the most basic staging of  narrative in that it produces two 

distinct temporal-discursive planes, one that functions as the main action space and a 

second that occupies the auxiliary spaces on either side of  the main space.70 The auxiliary 

spaces produce, in some sense, the cliché “once upon a time” and “that’s how such-and-so 

an event came to be” effects associated with literary narrative. It is in the auxiliary spaces 

that the narrative agent’s presence is made explicit and that the listener becomes 

convinced that the agent will coordinate the trajectory of  affects that follows. In the 

mazurkas and other dance music, a frame partitions musical space in much the same way 

that a call-to-the-dance and its concluding counterpart demarcate the space of  the dance 

proper. It should be noted that a frame may not be complete; that is to say, it is possible 

for a piece to have only an introduction or only a coda and lack the other.

Of  the fifty-seven mazurkas Chopin penned, seventeen feature clear introductions 

separate from the first theme of  the dance.71 Five of  these—op. 7, no. 5; KK IVb, no. 4; 

op. 17, no. 4; op. 24, no.2; op. 41, no. 2—feature a (varied) reprise of  the introductory 

gesture at the end of  the piece, producing a complete frame. The most common framing 

gesture is the drone, which is reminiscent of  a typical call-to-the-dance. In a ballroom 
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70 I borrow the terms “before-the-beginning” and “after-the-end” from Caplin (1998, 15–16), who uses 
them to describe the function of  introductions and postcadential material (codettas, codas, and standing on 
the dominant), respectively.

71 Mazurkas with introductions include: op. 7, no. 2a (1829); op. 68, no. 1 (1829); op. 6, nos. 2 and 3 (1830), 
op. 7, nos. 3 and 5 (1830/31), KK IVb, no. 1 (1832), op. 17, no. 4 (1832/33); KK IVb, no. 4 (1834); op. 24, 
nos. 2 and 4 (1834/35); op. 67, no. 1 (1835); op. 30, nos. 3 and 4 (1836/37); op. 41, no. 2 (1839); op. 50, no. 
2 (1841/42); op. 56, no. 2 (1843). All dates of  composition are taken from the Henle Urtext.



context, the drones announce that the dance proper will begin shortly and encourage the 

dancers to prepare for the opening steps. In the more stylized solo piano works, a frame 

calls for the attention of  the listener and encourages him or her to prepare for the 

beginning of  the narrative. Chopin’s Mazurka in C major op. 24, no. 2 provides a 

quintessential example of  a complete frame, in which oscillating tonic-dominant (or 

subdominant-tonic?) chords serve as both an introduction and a coda (see Example 6).72 

In mazurkas that lack introductions, the dancer/listener is thrust headlong into the dance 

space without being readied for the first step; if  narrativity is staged in these dances, it is 

not the result of  framing.

Although framing may signal narrativity, it is not one of  the strongest indicators of 

musical narrative. Since so many works contain introductions and codas, the narrative 

implications of  the frame may or may not produce a strong impulse in the listener to 

perceive a narrative agent unless combined with other stronger narrative signals. A 

particularly interesting exception to this general principle, however, occurs when the 

introduction and/or coda exhibits the quality of  a “bardic voice,” thereby producing a 

more obvious link between the frame and the narrative agent.73 The voice of  the bard is 

often represented as a single melodic line and is reminiscent of  recitative. In his analysis 

of  Chopin’s First Ballade, Klein (2004) suggests that the opening seven measures suggest a 

“musical persona” or “signified narrator”—conceptually identical to my notion of  
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72 In her dissertation, Joyce Yip (2010) discusses the tonal ambiguities of  op. 24, no. 2, particularly in in the 
introduction—in which the oscillating chords may be interpreted either as tonic-dominant motion in C 
major or subdominant-tonic motion in G major—and the coda—in which the oscillating chords 
recapitulate and further play with tonic-dominant and subdominant-tonic relationships in the now-
established tonic, C major, and its dominant and subdominant (81–82).

73 I would like to thank Dr. Hatten for bringing this framing device to my attention.



“bardic voice”—who sets the stage for what follows.74 Klein points to the stark octaves 

that are suggestive of  recitative—itself  an introduction to the main action of  the aria—

and the Phrygian bass motion between mm. 6 and 7 that signal “an old tale” —which 

serves to set apart the bard’s temporal plane from that of  the narrative proper—as strong 

indicators of  the “musical persona” (see Example 7).75 Note in particular the single 
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74 Klein (2004, 35).

75 Ibid. (35–36).

Introduction

Coda

[mm. 5–99]

EXAMPLE 6. Frame in Chopin’s Mazurka op. 24, no. 2, mm. 1–4 (introduction) and 100–116 (coda)



melodic line, which gives a strong impression of  a single agent—the bard—setting the 

stage for what follows; this type of  melodic introduction will have important ramifications 

for my analysis of  op. 50, no. 3.

TEMPORAL RE-ORDERING

Especially when used in conjunction with other rhetorical devices, the apparent 

re-ordering of  a sequence of  musical events provides a strong indication of  musical 

narrativity in that re-ordering necessarily implies a narrative agent who controls when 

elements in the trajectory are manifested and how much information about each is 

revealed.  In order to claim that musical events have been re-ordered, there must exist an 

established and generally-agreed-upon phrase-structural syntax for a given style against 

which the rearranged sequence may be compared. In other words, one must be able to 

produce, through recomposition, the model with which the re-ordered sequence is in 

dialogue. Additionally, through comparison with the more “normative” model, it is 
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EXAMPLE 7. “Bardic Voice” in Chopin’s Ballade op. 23, mm. 1–7



possible to begin exploring the expressive purpose of  the re-ordering and posit why the 

re-ordering is essential to the dramatic trajectory produced by the work.

As Jonathan Kramer (1973, 1996) and Judy Lochhead (1979) have both argued, 

listeners familiar with a particular style may be able detect when a musical event in a work 

of  that style exhibits a temporal function different from the function suggested by its 

location. That is, temporal function is not limited to chronological moment-by-moment 

perception—what Kramer calls “clock-time.”76 Rather, temporal function may, in certain 

cases, be independent of  clock-time—what Kramer (coincidentally) calls “gestural-

time.”77 That is, as Lochhead observes, the “contextual temporal function”—function 

based on actual location regardless of  character—of  a portion of  music and its “absolute 

temporal function”—function based on character regardless of  actual location—may be 

at odds.78 As expressed in Lochhead’s oft-cited breakfast analogy, if  breakfast foods are 

eaten at any other time of  day than the morning, the meal is still recognized as breakfast 

in the “absolute” sense, despite its temporal context suggesting, perhaps, dinner. Similarly, 

segments of  music may be understood to exhibit absolute temporal functions distinct 

from their contextual ones.79 

When musical figures appear to be out of  order in terms of  their absolute 

temporal function, the question of  agency immediately comes to the forefront. Who or 
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76 Kramer (1973, 126).

77 Ibid. (124).

78 Lochhead (1979, 4).

79 In his theory of  formal functions in the music of  Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, Caplin (1998, 111) 
discusses beginning with music that serves a being-in-the-middle or ending function.



what is responsible for the re-ordering of  the chronology? When considering musical 

narrative, a re-ordering of  musical events suggests that the original chronology of  has 

been altered by a narrative agent in control of  the dramatic trajectory. A particularly 

potent example is Chopin’s Mazurka op. 33, no. 1, which begins with the same cadential 

gesture that ends the brief  piece (see Example 8). The gesture in mm. 1–2 features a 

quintessential “closing down” melodic descent (3–2–1) typical of  cadences accompanied 

by strong dominant to tonic bass motion. Even though the gesture has been placed in a 

“beginning” context, its closing function is maintained in some sense, and the listener feels  

the conclusive downward pull of  the melody that suggests closure before the mazurka has 

a chance to begin. The best confirmation of  the listener’s perception of  this gesture as 

“ending” is the reappearance of  the gesture in its exact form at the final cadence of  the 

piece (mm. 47–48). The gesture’s contextual temporal function and absolute temporal 

function now align. 

By employing a cadential gesture as a temporal opening in op. 33, no. 1, the agent 

betrays the outcome of  the narrative, thus producing a sense of  tragic inevitability, since 
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3  –  2  –  1

5  –  1

EXAMPLE 8. Opening with a closing gesture in Chopin’s Mazurka op. 33, no. 1, mm. 1–2



the end result may be inferred before the complete dramatic trajectory unfolds in musical 

space. Consequently, the listener may doubt the ability of  moments of  respite to 

overcome the prevailing sense of  melancholy, depending on how strongly he or she 

perceives the “absolute temporal function” of  the initial gesture as closing. The sense of  

inevitability of  the opening measures may not be immediately obvious to the first-time 

listener and will likely require retrospective reconsideration of  musical material once the 

final gesture is sounded and a more concrete connection between the temporal opening 

and closing may be made. 

Op. 33, no. 1 also brings to light another more sophisticated type of  temporal 

play, in which material is not re-ordered, per se, but deleted altogether. Unlike temporal re-

ordering, the omission of  material is often more difficult to detect. I would like to posit, 

however, that Chopin has omitted material between mm. 22 and 23. The phrase 

encompassing mm. 21–28 has a sentential organization, although the two-measure basic 

idea is not repeated (see Example 9). Rather, a cadential idea begins immediately in mm. 

23–24 and is repeated twice to compensate for the shortened presentation and to 

maintain a normative eight-bar phrase length. I would like to suggest that after the basic 

idea in mm. 21–22, Chopin could have written a sequential repetition of  that idea 

beginning on F#4 in order to delay the arrival of  the cadential material and suppress one 

of  the cadential repetitions. In my recomposition (see Example 10), a smooth connection 

now exists between the downbeats of  mm. 21, 23, and 25 (G#4–F#4–E 4) in place of  the 

gap that exists between G#4 (in m. 21) and E 4 (in m. 23) in Chopin’s theme (refer again to 

Example 9). In Chopin’s version, it is the melodic gap between downbeats and the early 
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arrival of  cadential material that may produce a sense that something is missing. 

Admittedly, this is a very subtle point that will almost certainly elude listeners unfamiliar 

with the piece. From an affective perspective, the “missing” material and increased 

cadential repetition could potentially signal the impossibility of  escaping the emotional 

state portrayed by the opening “ending” gesture, in that repetition may produce a sense of 

being trapped or obsessed with a single idea. The “missing” material also stands 
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repetition varied repetition

cadential idea

material missing?

EXAMPLE 9. Chopin’s Mazurka op. 33, no. 1, mm. 20–28
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EXAMPLE 10. Recomposition of  Chopin’s Mazurka op. 33, no. 1, mm. 21–28



synecdochically for a larger problem in the dramatic trajectory of  op. 33, no. 1—namely, 

that the cause of  the opening “ending” gesture is never explained. When the listener is 

confronted with an A section (mm. 1–12) based almost exclusively on the “ending” 

gesture, his or her curiosity is piqued regarding the cause of  that “end.” The material in 

the B section (mm. 12–36), however, does not flow directly into the recapitulation of  A, 

and thus seems somewhat disconnected. Chopin further emphasizes the distance between 

the two sections by placing a fermata over the B major chord in m. 36. When the A 

section returns (mm. 36ff.), the listener is left to ponder what caused the melancholy in the 

first place.  

SHIFTS IN THE LEVEL OF DISCOURSE

I have already discussed this narrative device briefly in relation to rhetorical 

gestures (see my p. 22, especially n. 48), which often aid in the production of  such 

discursive shifts. For example, in Chopin’s Mazurka op. 7, no. 4, a brief  passage spanning 

mm. 33–36 seems to exist in a discursive plane separate from that of  mm. 1–32 and 37ff., 

thus suggesting a shift in the level of  discourse. Measures 1–32 and 37ff. feature a 

boisterous dance melody with wide, energetic leaps and a primarily quarter-note 

accompaniment pattern. Conversely, mm. 33–36 abruptly shift from a dance topic to a 

religioso chorale topic (see Example 11). The topical shift is accompanied by dynamic and 

tempo changes (p to pp [sotto voce]; ritenuto to molto rallentando), an increasingly smooth 

melodic line, and plagal harmonic motion suggestive of  the post-cadential “Amen” in 

many chorales. The harmonic center of  this brief  passage, too, shifts to a remote key, the 
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Neapolitan (bII or Bbb major, spelled as A major), from a key closely related to the original 

tonic (Db major, IV of  Ab major). The dynamic decay (smorz.) and fermata preceding the 

return to the dance in m. 37 also reinforce the discursive separation between the two 

passages. Chopin himself  seems to confirm the shift by setting this passage apart with 

double bar lines. In terms of  the dramatic trajectory of  the piece, mm. 32–36 function as 

a potential “moment of  insight”80—a brief  reflection or revelation—that effects a written-

out fermata.  
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80 The term “moment of  insight” is borrowed from Hatten (1994, 15, 46, 180, 201). Hatten uses this term 
to describe musical passages that seem to suggest reflection on or an epiphany regarding the previous 
discourse. These moments often appear as written out fermatas and/or encompass “surprise 
modulations” (1994, 15). 

EXAMPLE 11. Chopin’s Mazurka op. 7, no. 4, mm. 33–37



A SYNTHESIS OF MUSIC AND IDEAS: GESTURE, NARRATIVE, AND TEMPORALITY  IN 

CHOPIN’S MAZURKA IN C# MINOR, OP. 50, NO. 3 (1841/42) 

Unlike many earlier mazurkas, op. 50, no. 3 distinctly lacks the typical mazurka 

sensibility in over two-thirds of  its measures. The characteristic mazurkowe rhythm is often 

absent, as is the typical agogic accent on beat 2 or 3. Excepting the title, a listener would 

have no reason to identify the genre as “mazurka” for at least the first sixteen measures of 

the piece. Within the overall ABA’ + coda design, the B section (mm. 45–92) most closely 

resembles a danceable mazurka and sounds more akin to Chopin’s early mazurkas than 

the A and A’ sections and the coda do.81 It is almost as if  the mazurka has become a 

topical import in its own genre. This, of  course, has fascinating consequences in the realm 

of  musical meaning. In order to explore these consequences fully, I will discuss each 

section of  the mazurka in turn, focusing on the four gestural types outlined above and the 

affects they imply. I will then suggest that the trajectory of  affects creates an introspective 

narrative that challenges the traditional conception of  narrative as well as the distinction 

between lyric and narrative time. 

SECTION A: INSISTENT PREOCCUPATION

The pickup to m. 1 through the downbeat of  m. 9 resembles a fugal exposition, 

although a somewhat unconventional one, with the subject stated twice followed by two 

statements of  the answer.82 Topically, the learned style seems to be a rather strange 
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81 Refer to Appendix for a complete annotated score of  op. 50, no. 3.

82 Both Rosen (1995, 420–421) and Schachter (2000, 124) discuss the resemblance between the opening of  
op. 50, no. 3 and a fugal exposition. 



import into the mazurka. Nevertheless, it shares a critical feature with the dance—

metrical ambiguity. The most typical placement of  the agogic accent in a mazurka is on 

the second beat of  each measure; however, it is possible to accent any beat. In fact, accent 

placement often shifts from one measure to the next, producing a sense of  

unpredictability and contributing to the dance’s improvisatory character. The learned 

style, too, almost always plays with metric accentuation, often to the point of  ambiguity. 

It seems, then, that Chopin employs the learned style as a manner of  emphasizing 

the metrical ambiguity inherent in the mazurka.  The topical import likely provided him 

more metrical freedom than he might have allowed himself  had he begun with a more 

typical mazurka figure. Chopin so cleverly manipulates the meter in the first few measures  

that the listener is unable to divine the notated meter until several measures have passed. 

The first note, which appears as an accented pickup to m. 1 in the score, will sound like a 

downbeat to the listener and confuse the meter until at least the downbeat of  m. 3 or 

possibly even m. 5. 

The learned style contributes more to the opening than heightened metrical 

ambiguity. It also lends a solemn seriousness to the discourse and recalls the “searching” 

quality of  the ricercar.83 The two most prominent gestural types in the fugue-like 

exposition—revolving and yielding—reinforce the gravity and uncertainty implied by the 

learned style. Revolving is the most apparent and most salient gesture, as it begins each 

iteration of  subject and answer (see mm. 1, 2, 5, and 6). Both statements of  the subject 
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83 Ricercar literally means “to search.” Historically, the ricercar served as a prelude, was often imitative in 
nature, and functioned to seek out or solidify the key of  the piece that followed. The opening measures of  
op. 50, no. 3 evoke the ricercar in that they feature a polyphonic texture, serve as the temporal beginning of  
the piece, and solidify (or “search out”) both the key and meter of  the mazurka.



revolve around G#, while the answers revolve around D#. Upon completing the revolving 

gesture, each statement yields through a series of  descending steps to the next entry. As 

established in the section on the four gestural types, revolving broadly evokes a sense of  

monotony or preoccupation. In conjunction with the “searching” quality implied by the 

learned style, the opening revolving gesture seems to portray a search for some boon that 

continually fails, as indicated by the persistent return to G# and D#. The yielding gestures, 

on the other hand, broadly indicate relinquished control of  the musical trajectory. When 

coupled with the learned style, the gestures heighten the gravity and weightiness of  the 

discourse and suggest a kind of  hopelessness with their continuous downward pulls. 

Each gesture, however, exists not in a vacuum, but in the context of  the opening 

passage. The affects suggested by these gestures and by the governing topic must be 

synthesized to reflect the nature of  mm. 1–9 as a whole. The most critical pieces of  

information that help to determine the relationship between the gestures and their roles in 

the musical narrative are the mezza voce marking at the opening of  the mazurka and the 

implication of  a “bardic voice” in mm. 1–2. Although it quickly gives way to 

counterpoint, the single-line melody that opens op. 50, no. 3 gives the impression of  a 

single agent who introduces and stages the narrative and, as such, the mazurka 

communicates intertextually with Chopin’s First Ballade, op. 23 (1835), discussed above.84 

The isolated melodic line recalls the stark octaves that initiate op. 23, and the mezza voce 

marking contributes a sense of  hushed urgency. Like the learned style, this marking seems 
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somewhat out of  place in the mazurka genre. Typically a mazurka is a lively dance and 

more importantly, it is a social activity. Mezza voce suggests that the dance is not lively, but 

reflective, and not communal, but personal. It seems as though the listener is privy to a 

series of  private musings. In some sense, the listener becomes the subject of  the narrative 

itself  as she experiences and embodies the various emotional states in the trajectory.  

A particularly effective way to achieve this quality is to play the opening passage 

with the una corda pedal depressed. By eliminating one of  the sounding strings, beating is 

minimized, thereby producing an acoustically purer sound. Both the quality and volume 

of  the sound suggest that there is a single subject in the musical narrative, since a single 

voice will produce a simpler acoustical signal than many voices in chorus. I therefore posit 

that the dramatic trajectory of  this mazurka projects a reflective, psychological narrative 

of  a single subject rather than a physical narrative involving many actors. Of  course, 

physical dance gestures still play a crucial role in crafting the psychological narrative, but 

in a more subtle way than in a physical dance narrative. Specifically, the gestures will—in 

their level of  stylization and the affects they imply—help to clarify the emotional state 

being projected at a given point in the trajectory. 

Having clarified the introspective nature of  the narrative, it is possible to posit a 

more specific meaning of  the opening gestures. The revolving gesture may be understood 

to signal a preoccupation with a particular idea—represented by the focal pitch of  the 

gesture (G# or D#)—and a searching in vain for relief  from that idea. Combining the 

solemn seriousness suggested by the learned style and the slightly resistant “giving way” 

suggested by yielding, a more nuanced narrative beings to emerge. The subject of  the 
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narrative is trapped in an anguished self-reflection, continually returning to the very idea 

that caused the state in the first place. Although the subject attempts to yield to the course 

of  the trajectory in the hope that the initial idea might be abandoned, the yielding gesture 

leads seamlessly back to the opening material and the subject is temporarily (or perhaps, 

permanently) trapped in a melancholic state. 

Beginning in m. 9, the learned style gives way to a texture more closely resembling 

the expected melody and accompaniment of  the mazurka. However, it is still not 

particularly mazurka-like. In mm. 9–12, the gestural opposition between striving and 

yielding is foregrounded in the melody. Two times in succession a striving gesture pushes 

the music upward toward a neighbor-note triplet figure—a small-scale revolving gesture

—which marks the greatest expenditure of  energy, only to fall back down as a yielding 

gesture takes over. The pattern of  striving and yielding indicates a great effort on the part 

of  the subject to escape the melancholy of  the opening contrapuntal section followed by 

surrender when the striving gesture’s progress is cut short by the now-familiar limbo of  

revolving (on beat 1 of  mm. 10 and 12) and swiftly pulled back down to the starting point. 

In mm. 13–16, the subject stalls momentarily in an attempt to delay mental defeat 

as a gesture of  anticipating reverberation takes over in the melody. However, one of  the 

most prominent tones in the reverberating gesture is G#5, the pitch that is the first center 

of  revolution in the opening measures. Even in the momentary suspension of  anguish 

projected by its new context, G#5 is strongly reminiscent of  the opening melancholy. It is 

useful here to consider Hatten’s (2004) concept of  posture as a possible way to relate the 

nearly incessant G#5 to the revolving gesture from which it originates. Hatten considers 
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posture to be gesture “under a fermata.”85 While posture does not explicitly reveal the 

trajectory of  motion required to move into and out of  the pose, it is implicitly present. 

Applying this notion of  posture, G#5 is a frozen point in the arc of  an implied gesture, 

namely the revolving gesture. Consequently, G#5 may be understood to stand allegorically 

for the emotional state reflected by the parent gesture. The reappearance of  G#5 in mm. 

13–16, therefore, begins to hint at the impossibility of  escaping the initial frame of  mind 

and elevates the status of  this pitch to that of  an idée fixe.86

Beginning in m. 17, the music takes an abrupt turn both towards a more positive 

emotional state and towards more typical mazurka figures. Although I am hesitant to call 

the beginning of  this section a rhetorical gesture in the sense defined previously, it 

certainly functions in that way by effecting a shift in the level of  discourse. One of  the 

following two assertions must then be true. Either (1) the definition of  rhetorical gestures 

is too limited or (2) rhetorical gestures are only one of  several ways to effect a shift in the 

level of  discourse. In this case, I believe a nuancing of  rhetorical gestures is in order. I 

would like to suggest that rhetorical gestures may be manifested either as disruptions—the 

more typical type described previously—or as departures—the less common type in 

which the gesture does not interrupt the previous discourse, but rather functions as a new 

beginning that takes the discourse on a suddenly different path. Based on these assertions, 
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86 It may be possible to relate mm. 1–16 to the danced mazurka, particularly as a highly stylized call-to-the-
dance. For example, the question-answer format of  the fugue-like exposition and the paired striving the 
yielding gestures might recall the formation of  the couples on the dance floor and each partner’s adoption 
of  his or her specific role—the gentleman as leader and the lady as dutiful follower. Additionally, mm. 13–
16 might illustrate the pause of  the dancers as they wait in anticipation for the dance to begin. The start of  
the dance, then, is signaled by a change in the level of  discourse in m. 17. I am grateful to Dr. Wheeldon for 
bringing this possibility to my attention.



mm. 17–24 may now be understood as a rhetorical gesture (departure subtype) that 

directs the discourse toward a more stable emotional state. While this passage has a 

distinctly heroic quality about it and exhibits typical mazurka features—shifting accent 

patterns and implied hemiola (1 2 3, 1 2 3, etc.), melodic motion in parallel thirds, and 

the characteristic mazurka rhythm—it seems somewhat forced in relation to the first 

section. The sudden shift to forte in m. 17 and the lively rhythms are not earned here, but 

indicate a willed shift in perspective that temporarily pushes G#5 and the unstable state it 

represents out of  mind. 

The passage that follows in mm. 25–32 combines kujawiak lyricism with the oberek 

alternation of  strong and weak measures. The melody in this passage features several 

yielding gestures in a row, some of  which now incorporate more dramatic downward 

leaps, played against nested striving and yielding gestures in an increasingly active bass 

line. The dynamic force of  the previous section is suddenly toned down with the abrupt 

drop to piano in m. 25. The piano dynamic level is reminiscent of  the opening mezza voce 

and may suggest that the sudden break from preoccupation is only temporary. The overall 

effect of  this section is one of  gracious yielding, or slight relaxation. Gone is the strong 

sense of  defeat present in the yielding gestures of  the first sixteen measures. In its place, 

the listener senses a calm retreat into a mental safe haven or sanctuary—a state of  

comfort and escape—although unearned—from the problem at hand. However, the 

gracious yielding gestures easily slip down to G#3 on beat 3 of  m. 32, which quickly 

captures the subject and thrusts her back to her original state of  mind in a condensed 

contrapuntal recapitulation of  the opening (mm. 32–44). 
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The counterpoint in the return increases the intensity of  the opening substantially 

because up to five voices sound simultaneously. The more saturated texture and return to 

the idée fixe suggest that the pained thoughts of  the subject are moving beyond 

preoccupation to obsession. The brief  return ends with a gesture of  dissipating 

reverberation (mm. 41–44). This gesture is somewhat different from the first. The 

dissipating reverberation in mm. 41–44 is more melodic than its anticipating counterpart 

in mm. 13–16, having incorporated a three-note descending figure (yielding gesture) into 

its makeup. Like the gesture in mm. 13–16, the one in mm. 41–44 also reiterates G#5. 

Even more than the first manifestation of  the gesture, the second exhibits qualities of  the 

revolving gesture since G#5 is left and returned to multiple times both from below and 

above. It seems, then, that the gesture in mm. 41–44 is actually a combination of  three 

gestural types. This combination gesture—a rather weak attributive trope87—serves as a 

point of  juncture between the A and B sections of  the large ternary form.88

SECTION B: THE PASTORAL AS A MODE OF NOSTALGIC ESCAPISM

Through the common tones G# and D#, the dissipating reverberation gesture slips 

easily into B major in m. 45 and is transformed from reverberation to dance gesture, 

complete with characteristic mazurkowe rhythm. One can hardly speak of  a rhetorical 
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speculative model, the interaction of  the elements produces a more creative emergent meaning.

88 In some sense, mm. 41–44 also anticipate the B section. If  mm. 17–41 and 45–92 are perceived as two 
different mazurkas danced one after the other, then the reverberation in mm. 41–44 may be understood as 
preparing the second dance much in the same way mm. 13–16 prepared the first. I must thank Dr. 
Wheeldon for proposing this interpretation.



gesture of  either subtype (disruption or departure) here because of  the seamless flow from 

one section to the next—via the gestural manifestation of  linkage technique (Knüpftechnik). 

Yet, the nature of  the discourse does shift drastically at the onset of  B. The simplicity of  

the dance gesture that dominates the B section is markedly different than the sinuous 

counterpoint of  A. Additionally, the key of  B major—in which the B section resides—

seems to have held special significance for Chopin. Jim Samson (1988) suggests that 

pieces, movements, or sections of  Chopin’s music in B major have a “stillness and 

serenity” about them that music in other keys does not.89 William Rothstein (2000) terms 

this tendency Chopin’s “B-major complex” and has identified important features that 

much of  Chopin’s music in this key shares. The most apparent features of  the complex in 

this section of  op. 50, no. 3 are Chopin’s preference for D#5 as a “focal pitch” of  the 

melody and the simplicity of  the tune and texture. Chopin seems to have made some 

association with B major and nostalgia for his homeland, perhaps because he found this 

the most “natural” key for the hand and thus associated it with childhood or pastoral 

purity. 

The primary gesture in the B section is a speculative trope of  revolving, yielding, 

and reverberating gestures, and is closely related to the final reverberating gesture of  the 

A section. It is the beginning of  the B section that I finally consider this gestural 

combination to be the more productive and creative speculative troping because a new 

meaning emerges. Set in B major, the yielding portion of  the gesture seems to be partially 

ameliorated. The agent’s surrender of  control here is not defeated, but accompanied by a 
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pleasurable nostalgic reminiscence—an escape or retreat into a dream space. The 

repetition of  revolving is foregrounded, perhaps even more so than in the A section, but 

the repetition now seems soothing and familiar rather than obsessive and unwelcome. 

Although the pitch material of  this gesture changes some between mm. 45 and 60, the 

contour remains constant as well as the three highest pitches (D#5, C#5, and B4). These 

three pitches are continually reinterpreted within different harmonic contexts, which 

helps to temporarily ward off  the monotony of  exact repetition. After several repetitions 

of  this figure, however, it fades from the foreground from lack of  development or interest. 

The subject seems trapped inside the simple whirling of  the dancers and repetition of  the 

rhythm, transfixed by the comfort of  the pattern, unwilling to let it go. Traces of  the 

obsession in the subject’s reality cannot help but pervade her fantasy space as well.  

In comparison to the A section’s sinuous counterpoint and minor mode anguish, 

the B section is refreshing in both its simplicity and its shift to major. As the most 

“mazurka-like” of  all the sections, the B section serves as a kind of  topical tonic within the 

piece and provides relief  from the obsessive return to G#5 in the outer sections. In 

comparison, A and A’ are relatively dissonant topically, as counterpoint is not common in 

mazurkas. In a sense, the mazurka itself  becomes an topical import in the B section 

because it is markedly different than the material in the surrounding sections that begin 

and end the piece. The mazurka—at least in its “purest” form—exists only in the fantasy 

space, while versions deformed by other musical influences exist in the subject’s affective 

reality. 
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 Smoothly, although from seemingly out of  nowhere, the “hypnotic repetition” of  

the dance90 gives way to a soaring melody in m. 61. In m. 63, the leap from B4 to G#5 

indicates an attempt to break away from (or perhaps transcend) the now dull repetitions of 

the dance only to be dragged down by them once again. Between mm. 69 and 75, the 

dance gesture is transformed in an attempt to build up enough power to reach an apex. 

The gesture accelerates as if  crouching down before a great bound, storing up enough 

energy to reach the desired location. Although the “climax” marked by the F#4 to G#5 

leap in m. 76 is somewhat dramatic, it is made less so by the diminuendo several measures 

earlier (mm. 73–74). The climax is unprepared by the dynamic dying away. A brief  

dynamic swell does accompany the climax, but the small dynamic variation is not sudden 

or powerful enough to compensate for the lack of  preparation in the previous measures. 

Also, G#5 has already been reached many times and does not signify an achievement or a 

breakthrough, but serves as a constant reminder of  obsessive despair and melancholy. Not 

much time is provided to revel in the so-called climax, as a chromatic descent quickly 

brings back the dance gesture from m. 45 in m. 77, played once again with a sense of  

hypnosis. 

 The subject attempts one final time to break through the hypnotic repetition of  

the dance and move toward a less obsessive reality. With the addition of  triplets in mm. 

85 and 87, the dance rhythm seems to accelerate momentarily and push the music 

forward toward a sudden forte and a seamless transformation and liquidation of  the 

characteristic dance gesture into a gesture of  anticipating reverberation that arpeggiates a 
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G# major chord (mm. 89–92). Instead of  a glorious transcendent moment, however, the 

reverberation is quickly trapped by G#5. The all-too-familiar posture shatters the pastoral 

dream world and the nostalgic escapism it signifies and, as it fades, the distraught subject 

slips back into the painful slithering chromaticism of  the A’ section. 

SECTION A’ + CODA: DENIED TRANSCENDENCE AND THE ACCEPTANCE OF FATE

The A section repeats (as A’) beginning on beat 2 of  m. 92. When the listener 

expects the B section to materialize once again after the repeat of  A, a striving gesture 

that had previously been lurking in the tenor voice in mm. 10–13 (B#3–C#4–D#4) is 

foregrounded in the soprano instead as a final attempt to transcend the melancholic state. 

This gesture is quickly fragmented into a two-note gesture whose initial tone plummets 

from B#5 to G#5 to D#4 between mm. 138–140. The gestural shortening and the quick 

descent produce the illusion of  acceleration, almost as if  gasping for breath, but once 

again the subject is denied escape from her obsession. Distraught beyond consolation, the 

subject plummets into an agitated state. An abundance of  revolving gestures reinforce her 

desperation and a descent into momentary madness. Dynamics are much more widely 

varied here than in other sections of  the music, and the dotted eighth + sixteenth rhythm 

so characteristic of  the danced mazurka reinforces the subject’s unstable state of  mind 

with its uneven division of  the beat. 

Beginning in m. 157, the subject feverishly attempts to rise above obsessive 

melancholy only to watch her reality crumble as the obsession takes an even stronger 

hold. The mostly diatonic pitch space becomes saturated with chromaticism; a twisted 
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chromatic ascent in the upper voice coupled with the composing-out of  a diminished-

seventh chord in the bass blurs the previously well-defined tonal center and produces a 

sense of  disorientation, as if  the subject has become dizzy (see mm. 159–171). The 

subject repeats the process, again trying to ascend to transcendence, but is unable. From 

mm. 171–173, the bass is pushed up by mostly by half  step from Dn4 to G#4 arriving on 

what might be best termed a “tragic arrival  ^¢.”91 Unlike it’s salvific counterpart, this forte ^¢ 

chord is a stab, a reminder of  what cannot be achieved. Four more stabs follow in mm. 

174–177 and each time, G#5, the idée fixe, is found in the soprano voice. The bass itself  

cannot hold, and with each stab, it falls, emphasizing the imperfect (“tragic”) nature of  

the chord. When the final stab sounds in m. 177, a painful descent to a pathetic cadence 

follows. As the melody descends, the forte dynamic dies away in a diminuendo and the bass 

temporarily drops out, leaving a single melodic line reminiscent of  the opening gesture. In 

this quiet descent, the subject—bereft of  the will to fight the inevitable—finally seems to 

resign herself  to perpetual melancholy. When the cadence arrives in m. 181, the fate of  

the subject is sealed.

The coda (mm. 181–192) serves to reinforce the subject’s pathetic fate. The 

opening gesture is relegated to the tenor voice and is now completely diatonic. One might 

expect this to signal amelioration, but in this case, the gesture does not seem free, but 

rather trapped between the C# pedal points. Likewise, the subject has accepted an 

existence bounded by melancholic obsession from which there is no escape.
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The only truly shocking gesture in the entire mazurka is the final disruptive 

rhetorical gesture, which is quite violently executed and nearly the loudest moment in the 

piece. In his analysis of  op. 50, no. 3, Carl Schachter notes that the final gesture is 

“brusque almost to the point of  brutality, an ending unlike any other in the Chopin 

mazurkas.”92 It seems to me that this gesture is not “almost” brutal, but undeniably so. 

The gesture abruptly effects a shift in the level of  discourse and is the only event in the 

mazurka that suggests the present of  an outside agent, one who laughs at or perhaps 

comments upon the misfortune of  the first. The gesture violently rips the listener out of  

the introspective world of  the subject and thrusts him or her into an alternate state of  

mind. It may be that the outside agent is Fate, or perhaps it is another state of  mind of  

the original agent (or more ambiguously an indication of  both). The gesture also serves as 

a kind of  framing device, signaling the end of  the introspective narrative, although it is 

certainly an unconventional frame. Rather than ending with the subject’s resignation to 

despair and eventual madness, the second agent (or second facet of  the first) cannot help 

but remind the subject about the torture this obsession involves. The closing gesture, then 

serves as a reminder of  tragic finality.
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CONCLUSION

In this study I have endeavored first and foremost to re-situate Chopin’s mazurkas 

within the dance tradition from which they developed and, in so doing, rediscover the 

manner in which the gestures of  the dance translate into musical gestures and inform 

musical meaning. Following Berlioz in his astute observation that the secret to Chopin’s 

mazurkas lies in “a thousand nuances of  movement,”93 I began my theoretical framework 

by drawing on the gesture theories of  Robert S. Hatten (2004) and Alexandra Pierce 

(2007) to suggest that correlations between physical dance gestures and their approximate 

musical analogues may be understood as contributing to the expressive or affective logic 

of  a work. I then placed musical gesture in the context of  the narrative theories of  

Michael Klein (2004) and Byron Almén (2008) and the temporal theories of  Jonathan D. 

Kramer (1973, 1996) and Judy Lochhead (1979) to solidify the manner in which the 

affects portrayed by individual gestures might be productively synthesized into a single 

trajectory. 

The capstone to this study is a complete narrative interpretation of  Chopin’s 

Mazurka in C# minor, op. 50, no. 3, which aimed to demonstrate the utility of  the 

theoretical model. Ultimately, I suggested that through the careful manipulation of  

gesture, Chopin was able to craft a complex introspective narrative evident to those with 

the stylistic competency to comprehend his manipulations and their dramatic 

consequences. Without considering the interaction of  gesture, narrative, and temporality, 

and the manner in which they relate to the danced mazurka, the unique narrative put 
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forth by op. 50, no. 3 might be lost upon the modern listener, just as the meaning of  many 

mazurkas remained out of  reach for critics of  Chopin’s day because they lacked the key to 

unlocking the movement at the heart of  his compositions. 
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APPENDIX: 

CHOPIN’S MAZURKA IN C# MINOR, OP. 50, NO. 3
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